 (Burset and Guigo, Genomics, 34, 353-367, 1996) 
Introduction
The main programs for gene structure prediction combine information about local functional sites (splice sites, initiation codon) together with global features of coding regions and introns. Although there is no direct biological relationship between statistical properties of protein-coding regions (at the mRNA translation level) and splicing of pre-mRNA (at the pre-mRNA processing level), such combinations can strongly improve gene structure prediction. Additional information can also be obtained from prediction of promoters (at the DNA transcription level) and the 3′ untranslated regions (at the pre-mRNA processing level).
To predict the protein coding exons and genes, a number of programs have been developed (for reviews, see Fickett, 1995 Fickett, , 1996 Gelfand, 1995; Snyder and Stormo, 1995a; Burset and Guigo, 1996; Fickett and Guigo, 1996; Uberbacher et al., 1996; Milanesi et al., 1994; Milanesi and Rogozin, 1998) . All these programs are based on the combination of the potential functional signals with global statistical properties of protein coding regions (Fields and Soderlund, 1990; Gelfand, 1990; Uberbacher and Mural, 1991; Guigo et al., 1992; Hutchinson and Hayden, 1992; Borodovsky and McIninch, 1993; Gelfand and Roytberg, 1993; Milanesi et al., 1993; Stormo, 1993, 1995b; Dong and Searls, 1994; Solovyev et al., 1994; Thomas and Skolnick, 1994; Kulp et al., 1996; Burge and Karlin, 1997; Henderson et al., 1997; Krogh, 1997; Zhang, 1997; Lukashin and Borodosky, 1998) . The use of homology with the databases of nucleotide or amino acid sequences can also be very useful to refine gene structure prediction (Guigo et al., 1992; Gish and States, 1993; Borodovsky et al., 1994; States and Gish, 1994; Brown et al., 1995; Snyder and Stormo, 1995b; Claverie, 1996; Gelfand et al., 1996; Rogozin et al., 1996) . Some procedures can be automated by running many DNA analysis programs with fixed perameters (Williams et al., 1998) .
In order to combine and visualize the results in predicting functional signals, coding regions and homology searches in databases, we have developed the GeneBuilder system. The user may select various parameters to refine the gene structure prediction. For example, it is possible to build a gene model by selecting only the exons that have a high coding potential score without considering homology with a specific protein. It is also possible to refine the analysis by selecting different proteins from a list of the most homologous pro-teins automatically generated. Even in the case of low homology, GeneBuilder is able to predict the gene structure with high accuracy. The GeneBuilder system can be used for exploring alternative gene structure models by taking into account different properties of coding regions (CDS) and signal sequences.
GeneBuilder modules for sequence analysis
GeneBuilder offers a selection of modules for a wide range of sequence analysis.
Module for searching and masking the repeated elements
The presence of repeated elements can create problems in sequence analysis. For example, some long repeated elements contain ORFs and can be recognized as potential genes. Also, the output from the database search may be saturated by a number of highly scoring matches with repeated elements present in the sequence databases. The analysis of repeats can be very difficult due to high heterogeneity and short length of repeated elements. In this module, the newly developed alignment algorithm searches for all potential repeats and masks them in the query sequence by comparing it with a collection of repeated elements (Jurka et al., 1992) .
Module for homology database search
Homology searches are very important for functional mapping; homology with a known functional region can suggest the function of a query sequence. In particular, when the homologous protein sequence is already known and/or EST matches are detected, then the gene structure can be reconstructed with high accuracy. This module can be used to search the protein homology in the SWISSPROT (Bairoch and Boeckmann, 1991) database and the nucleotide homology with the EST sequence database.
Module for coding region prediction
This module is used for finding the potential CDS by using global statistical properties of coding regions and the potential functional signals (splicing sites, start and stop codons) (Milanesi et al., 1993) . Weighting functions are used to estimate the global quality of gene prediction. In the current GeneBuilder version, only the best predicted gene model (having maximal weight) is selected.
Module for revealing potential TATA box and poly(A) signals
These signals are usually very well conserved, and they are located upstream and downstream of the gene structure. The prediction of these signals is based on the Hamming-Clustering method . The location comparison of these signals with the locations of the potential CDS can help determination of the complete gene structure.
Module for CDS homology refinement
The analysis of homology between potential peptides translated from predicted genes and proteins from databases can be very important, particularly in the case of weak but significant similarities. In GeneBuilder, the choice of homologous protein used for gene structure prediction is left to the user, who can select it from a list of similarity search results. This procedure can be repeated several times in order to refine the accuracy of the prediction.
Module for prediction of the potential binding sites of transcription factors
The determination of potential binding sites can be very important in gene functional study. This module is based on the MatInspector program (Quandt et al., 1995) and has been applied to the detection of potential binding sites of transcription factors. This program uses a library of weight matrices useful for finding binding sites in vertebrates, fungi, insects and plants.
Module for CpG island prediction
This module is used for prediction of the potential CpG islands. To locate the CpG islands, we use the definition given by Gardiner-Garden and Frommer (1987) : the CpG islands are regions >200 bp in length which have >50% G + C [p(G) + p(C) > 0.5] and have a CpG content of at least 0.6 of that expected on the basis of the G + C content of the region [p(CpG) > 0.6 × p(C) × p(G)]. CpG islands are frequently found at the 5′ ends of genes. This procedure is used automatically by GeneBuilder, since it can be very useful in long sequences containing a number of genes to locate the generich regions.
Module for the user interface
This module is able to accept the sequence to be analysed in any format. All modules are offered and results are presented interactively using Java applets and HTML, or sent to the user by e-mail. The GeneBuilder program has been included in the WebGene launcher. Sequences can be input using the standard cut, copy and paste commands or by uploading from a user file. The cut and paste field can only transfer sequences of up to 20 kb due to the limitation of HTML browsers. The user can customize all relevant parameters before commencing the analysis.
Module for sequencing error correction
As many sequencing strategies are error prone, sequences may include apparent nucleotide substitutions, insertions and deletions. This fact should be taken into account in sequence analysis. Several algorithms have been developed for the analysis of frameshift errors (Fichant and Quentin, 1995; Xu et al., 1995) based on statistical properties of coding sequences. The accuracy of error correction is not very high, but can be significantly improved by using information from homologous proteins (States and Botstein, 1991; Posfai and Roberts, 1992) . Error correction techniques should be used carefully, since there are many pseudogenes in eukaryotic genomes. In this module, two options for error analysis have been implemented: in the first, only a report on potential errors is generated; in the second, an automatic correction is performed. In this procedure of revealing errors and then correcting them, we use dicodon potential and homology with a selected protein sequence. We also look for substitutions in stop codons in protein coding regions. This is a rarer type of error then the introduction of indels.
GeneBuilder parameter descriptions
The options implemented in GeneBuilder are described in Table 1 . In order to have a more flexible way to analyse a new sequence and simplify the use of the modules previously described, we have collected all GeneBuilder parameters in the form shown in Table 1 and described in detail as follows:
Organism (Human, Mouse, Fugu rubripes, Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans, Arabidopsis and Aspergillus)
The GeneBuilder system can be used for human, mouse, fugu, Drosophila, C.elegans, Arabidopsis and Aspergillus sequences. This option is very important since functional signals prediction, dicodon statistics, repeated elements and dbEST searching are organism specific.
Mode (Gene, Exon)
The 'GENE' option is used for predicting the full gene model. The set of potential coding fragments (PCFs) is used to construct the gene models with the maximum coding potential by using the dynamic programming technique. It is also possible to use one homologous protein selected from the list of potential homologous proteins to refine the predicted gene model. The 'EXON' option is used for only selecting the exons with the best scores. Two levels of score are used: excellent and good. The 'EXON' option can be useful for long genomic sequences with an unknown number of potential genes, since there is very little overprediction.
Strand (Direct, Complement)
By default, the analysis is performed on the direct strand. If the Complement option is selected, the analysis will be executed on the complementary DNA strand. 
Splice sites prediction (All, Excellent only)
For the splice site prediction, we use the classification analysis combined with the weight matrix technique. When the Excellent only option is selected, the program is able to find 95% of real splice sites. About 15% of pseudosites will be predicted as splicing signals. When the All option is selected, the program is able to find 98% of the real splice sites, but 30-35% of all predicted sites will be false (Milanesi et al., 1993; Rogozin and Milanesi, 1997) .
Potential coding regions (All, Good, Excellent, Key protein similarity)
Potential coding regions are found by combining the protein coding potential calculated by using the dicodon statistic and the splicing signals. With the All option selected, all potential coding exons (with and without similarity to key proteins) will be used for gene reconstruction. In this mode and with GENE option, GeneBuilder will try to reconstruct a potential gene. This mode is very useful as the first step of sequence analysis when no information about gene content is available for a query sequence. As a second step, proteins found by the searches of the predicted peptides against the protein database can be used to obtain a more accurate gene structure. With the Good option selected, only the exons having 'good' quality will be used for gene reconstruction. When the Excellent exons option is used, only the exons having 'excellent' quality will be used for gene reconstruction. Finally, when the Protein similarity option is selected, only the exons with similarity to a selected homologous protein will be used for gene reconstruction.
First and last coding exons (Disable, Exons with high protein homology)
With the Exons having high protein homology option selected, it is possible to require more accuracy in the determination of the first and last exons (potential genes must start and finish with well-confirmed coding exons). This option is very important where several genes are present in a query sequence and the gene localization can be confirmed by using homology with a chosen protein.
Sequence segment for coding region predictions (Start, End)
The first and last segment positions for coding region prediction: this option is particularly useful when analysing very long sequences containing several genes. The default values are the first and the last positions of a query sequence, but they can be changed depending on the researcher's evaluation of the predicted features.
Complete gene model (Yes, No)
With the Yes option selected, the program is able to reveal only the models with complete potential gene structure including the first and last exons. With No selected, any gene models, including partials, are reported.
Repeated element mapping (Yes, No)
With the Yes option selected, the program is able to predict the repeated elements present in the sequence and mask them before searching the ESTs homology search in GeneBuilder.
EST mapping (Yes, No)
With the Yes option selected, GeneBuilder performs a homology search against the EST database (Boguski et al., 1994) and the position of the homologous EST sequences is reported in the output in relation to a query sequence. The repeated elements can be automatically masked before the homology search. This information is used only when the similarity between the EST sequences and the query sequence is >95%. The module ESTMAP is also able to predict the introns in DNA comparing ESTs and a query sequence based on the method described by Mott (1997) .
TATA box prediction (Good, Marginal)
This module is based on the Hamming-Clustering method for TATA box prediction. With the option Good, only the better matches are presented as potential TATA box. With the option Marginal, all potential TATA boxes are described. Owing to the difficulty in finding the precise location of this signal, it is better to predict the general model of the gene and then to determine the true TATA box position upstream of the first CDS.
POLY-A site prediction (PolyA pattern length)
This module is based on the Hamming-Clustering method for poly(A) signal prediction. The option PolyA pattern length is used for increasing or decreasing the pattern discrimination. For this signal, we suggest predicting the general model of the gene and then determining the true poly(A) position downstream from the last CDS. (Vertebrates, Fungi, Insects, Plants, Miscellaneous, All) By selecting the Vertebrates, Fungi, Insects, Plants, Miscellaneous options, it is possible to search the input sequence by using the appropriate group of weight matrices. The group matrix for vertebrates genomes is used as default. It is also possible to choose the matrices to be used individually.
Search for potential binding sites of transcription factors

Mail to (Yes, No)
Results of GeneBuilder in text format can be sent by e-mail. This is useful when the analysis is of long sequences or is over poor network connections. In this case, the e-mail address is mandatory.
Windows for submit the query nucleotide sequence and for submit the homologous (key) protein sequence
The user interface provides the following possibilities for submitting the sequence to be analysed by the GeneBuilder system. It is possible to import the sequence by using the standard cut, copy and paste commands or by uploading from a user file through the upload button. In the homologous protein window, it is possible to input one or more protein sequences in FASTA format.
GeneBuilder use description
GeneBuilder is composed of many modules previously described in in silico gene annotation. Each module is executed independently. In this way, it is also possible to run the modules separately on different computers connected in a network depending on databases and CPU usage. The GeneBuilder results output is based on results obtained by the automatic execution of different programs and it shown in a separate window of the browser. The GeneBuilder output can be summarized in three main blocks.
Gene structure prediction
The results of the analysis presented in EMBL-like text format. The same results can be represented graphically for an interactive evaluation of the GeneBuilder results on the Internet, by using a special graphical interface based on JAVA language (Figure 2 ).
Promoter prediction
The text output of MatInspector as well as graphical presentation by a Java-based applet of results can be very helpful for potential promoter identification, since it is well known that binding sites of transcription factors are usually concentrated in the promoter region of eukaryotic genes, although they can also be found in other gene regions (Prestridge, 1995; Quandt et al., 1995) .
Homology searches
The predicted gene is automatically translated and compared with the SWISSPROT database. The output of BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1990) results and the list of revealed homologous protein sequences are shown (Figure 1, step 1) . Any protein present in the list can be retrieved from the SWIS-SPROT database and visualized (Figure 1, step 2) . The selected protein sequence is then used as the homologous (key) protein in the GeneBuilder main page (Figure 1, step 3) . It is possible to transfer the protein sequence between the two windows by using the standard cut, copy and paste commands. The total length of key protein(s) used can be up to 6000 amino acids.
Implementation
The GeneBuilder system can be used via the Internet at the CNR (National Research Council) Web Servers (URL: www.itba.mi.cnr.it/webgene) and at the TRADAT (TRAncription Database and Analysis Tools) launcher (http://www.itba.mi.cnr.it/tradat). It runs on UNIX (SUN ULTRASPARC 2 processor, operating system Solaris 2.6 and IBM 9076 SP 8 processor, operating system AIX) computers. The average running time to complete all procedures for each analysis is ∼10 min. The system can also be used as a background for a fully automatic analysis on a set of sequences in FASTA format and to store the final results for future investigations in a database.
Results
We illustrate GeneBuilder's analysis ability by using a standard data set consisting of 570 sequences (Burset and Guigo, 1996) and four examples of gene sequences with low protein homology: HUMCBRG (AC M62420, sequence length Ln = 3326 bases) and the key homologous protein sequence used is SVPKS (AC 118572, sequence length La = 249 amino acids) with 21% identity, HUMHMG2A (M83665, Ln = 4341) and YSMAKNHP (128182, La = 93) with 20% identity), HS04737 (U04737, Ln = 8342) and TRX_DROME (1174809, La = 3759) with 21% identity, HSZNGP1 (X69953, Ln = 9823) and 1A31_HUMAN (231367, La = 365) with 33% identity.
For this analysis we have used four different combinations of options: Case 1. Potential coding exons: excellent exons; first and last coding exons: 1st and last exons have good similarity with key protein; use EST mapping: yes. Case 2. Potential coding exons: all potential coding exons; first and last coding exons: no restriction on the 1st and last exons; use EST mapping: yes. Fig. 1 . GeneBuilder interactive steps in using the homologous protein sequences to refine the gene structure prediction models.
Step 1; start the amalysis and obtain the list of revealed homologous protein sequences.
Step 2; protein present in the list can be retrieved from SWISSPROT.
Step 3; the selected protein sequence is then used as the homologous (key) protein input box. Table 2 . The best result between these sequences has been achieved by using the set-up of parameters described in Case 2. We used Case 2 as a default combination of parameters for GeneBuilder, especially when no homologous proteins are known for a query sequence. For the analysis of the HUMCBRG, HUMHMG2A and HSZNGP1 sequences, the gene model predicted by GeneBuilder is accurate. In the case of HS04737 sequence, this system was not able to predict the full correct gene structure. However, the homology between peptides predicted by GeneBuilder and the proteins was not very high in all analysed sequences and some part of the proteins did not share any homology at all.
We have also analysed the accuracy of GeneBuilder by using the standard data set ALLSEQ, consisting of 570 sequences (Burset and Guigo, 1996) . This set was used to test GeneBuilder using its default parameters and not relying on exactly matching SWISSPROT entries. The results of this test are shown in Table  3 . Similar programs tested with the ALLSEQ data set missed between 7 and 36% of real exons, and between 5 and 27% of predicted exons were false (Burset and Guigo, 1996) . These results show that the programs for gene prediction are still not able to reveal the complete structure of protein coding genes. Alternative mRNA splicing can be very complex and involve alternative exons and introns, as well as variation in the positions of individual splice junctions (Chabot, 1996) . The interactive use of GeneBuilder for gene structure prediction is useful for finding alternative variants of transcription, translation initiation, polyadenylation and alternative splicing sites. The GeneBuilder system allows the user to explore alternative gene model variants by using homology with the proteins and to optimize the models by selecting different parameters. The graphical visualization of the results is particularly important for the prediction of short exons and the analysis of several genes in a query sequence. The window containing the homologous protein list is shown in Figure 1 (step 2) . Using the information presented in these forms, different homologous proteins can be extracted from the protein database and used for further refinement of gene structure. This analysis can be repeated several times and at each step different parameters and homologous protein can be used. By using a Java-based graphical interface (Figure  2 ), the user can visualize the gene models and the sequence pattern of features predicted.
